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Lincoln / Net: Information Find out more about the history of Abraham Lincoln, including videos, interesting articles, pictures, historical features and more. Get all the facts on Abraham Lincoln whitehouse.gov Abraham Lincoln president of United States Britannica.com Lost Type Co-op Abraham Lincoln On the evening of April 14, 1865, while attending a special performance of the comedy, Our American Cousin, President Abraham Lincoln was shot. Abraham Lincoln's life Lincoln Politics The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library Foundation ALPLF Springfield Illinois is a not-for-profit organization supporting the exhibits and programs of the . BrainPOP Social Studies Learn about Abraham Lincoln 20 Feb 2015. Abraham Lincoln, byname Honest Abe, the Rail-Splitter, or the Great Emancipator born February 12, 1809, near Hodgenville, Kentucky. Abraham Lincoln - U.S. Presidents - HISTORY.com Inspired by the proportions of the 16th President of the USA, and advertisements/playbills of the 1800s, Abraham Lincoln is a humanistic display face with . February 12, 1809 - Abraham Lincoln is born in a one-room log cabin on Nolin Creek in Kentucky. 1811 - In spring, the Lincoln family moves to a 230-acre farm Lincoln Papers: Lincoln Assassination: Introduction Enjoy the best Abraham Lincoln Quotes at BrainyQuote. Quotations by Abraham Lincoln, American President. Born February 12, 1809. Share with your friends. Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of the United States. Abraham Lincoln - Mini Biography TV-14 3:54 Abraham Lincoln grew up in a log cabin in rural Kentucky and went on to become the 16th President of the United States. Abraham Lincoln was born in a log cabin in Hardin Abraham Lincoln - EnchantedLearning.com News about Abraham Lincoln. Commentary and archival information about Abraham Lincoln from The New York Times. Abraham Lincoln. Facts & Information About The Life Of President Abraham Lincoln From Birth To The Civil War & Assassination In 1865. Abraham Lincoln - The New York Times Life in Brief: When Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860, seven slave states left the Union to form the Confederate States of America, and four more . The source is the standard authority on Lincoln speeches and writings, The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, a large, multi-volume publication. If a link Abraham Lincoln - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Abraham Lincoln: Introduction. His story is as familiar to Americans as any children's fable. He was born in a log cabin. He became the 16th president. He freed Abraham Lincoln Quotes - BrainyQuote Abraham Lincoln. What does a President need to do to get his image on the five-dollar bill, the penny, and Mount Rushmore? In this BrainPOP movie, Tim and ?Abraham Lincoln's Classroom Supporting on-line research of Abraham Lincoln, Civil War, emancipation, Abraham Lincoln's speeches, Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln . Abraham Lincoln - Miller Center Abraham Lincoln became the United States 16th President in 1861, issuing the Emancipation Proclamation that declared forever free those slaves within the . Quotes by Abraham Lincoln - Abraham Lincoln Online Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. Meet the Lincolns Girl wearing Lincoln Hat Soldier's Story exhibit. Come and play in Mrs. Lincoln's attic. Abraham Lincoln Online -- Your Source for Lincoln News and. For over a century people from around the world have come to rural Central Kentucky to honor the humble beginnings of our 16th president, Abraham Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln History Net: Where History Comes Alive – World. ?Learn more about the life and times of Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States. Abraham Lincoln is remembered for his vital role as the leader in preserving the Union during the Civil War and beginning the process of Emancipation. Abraham Lincoln - Civil War Trust Abraham Lincoln was born February 12, 1809, the second child of Thomas and Nancy Hanks Lincoln, in a one-room log cabin on the Sinking Spring Farm in . Abraham Lincoln Birthplace - National Park Service President Lincoln writes a note to Edward Everett, principal speaker at Gettysburg, for his kind remarks about Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. November 21 Abraham Lincoln: Introduction National Museum of American History The Lehrman Institute presents research on President Abraham Lincoln, Abraham Lincoln's role in the Civil War and Abraham Lincoln and Emancipation. ALPLM: Official Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. Abraham Lincoln - Presidents of the United States POTUS Abraham Lincoln, sixteenth President of the United States, was born near Hodgenville, Kentucky on February 12, 1809. His family moved to Indiana when he The Accomplishments of President Abraham Lincoln Abraham Lincoln - Civil Rights Activist, U.S. Representative, U.S. Portrait, Abraham Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln, 16th President of the United States March 4, 1861 to April 15, 1865. Nicknames: Honest Abe Illinois Rail Splitter The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library Foundation ALPLF. Abraham Lincoln - America's Library Abraham Lincoln February 12, 1809- April 15, 1865 was the 16th President of the United States of America. He served as President from March 4, 1861, until The History Place presents Abraham Lincoln In 1861 Abraham Lincoln 1809-1865 became the United States' sixteenth president. But before Lincoln became the nation's chief executive, he led a 10 Facts about Abraham Lincoln - Civil War Trust Known for leading the country through the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of the United States. His eloquence is evident in many speeches